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Abstract. Today, Peer-to-Peer applications are predominant on the internet when considered in terms of its trafiic consumption. However apart
kom Skype, their commercial success is still very limited. This is due to
the difficulties faced when trying to implement cruciai functionaiity such
as accounting and charging without violating the Peer-to-Peer paradigm.
A fully decentralized accounting scherne based on tokens was presented
by the authors last year. In this paper we analyse the inter&tions b e
tween token-based accounting and charging in order to enable peers to
charge for their services. We present three different charging schemes using tokens as (1) pure receipts, as (2) Micropayment, and as (3) biU of
exchange. These schemes are evaiuated based on the provided security
and the overhead traffic introduced into a Peer-to-Peer system.

1 Motivation
Apart from Skype, the commercial success of Peer-t+Peer (P2P) applications
is negligible. Internet Service Providers believe that the future of P2P is very
promising in the combination with Triple Play. They beiieve that one of the main
drivers for Triple Play will be the strong interest of customers today in private
content, which can be delivered efficiently using P2P applications. Besides this,
other P2P appiications have been envisioned whereby peers have t o pay for
services which they receive. However, it is still an Open question for service
providers regarding how t o charge for the services they offer within a P2P system.
A basic requirement for P2P business appiications is a P2P architecture which
supports commercial services. Often such a P2P architecture is provided by the
manufacturer [1,2]. In this paper, we do not consider payment models which the
manufacturer can use to charge the peers using the P2P platform. Instead, we
focus on the P2P business applications whereby peers charge for their services
delivered.
The requirements for an architecture suitable in supporting such business
applications and related work about charging systems are summarized in Sect.
2. A core requirement is a reliable, tmstworthy accounting mechanism that complies with the P2P paradigm [3]. We have developed a token-based accounting
mechanism which fuifils these requirements (see [4]).A short overview is given in
Sect. 3. In this paper, we present and analyse three charging alternatives which

can be added to our token-based accounting scheme. These alternatives are presented in Sect. 4. In Sect. 5 we compare the diierent alternatives in terms of the
transaction costs born by the peers. In Sect. 6, we draw the conclusions.

2

Requirements for P2P Business Applications

Peer-tePeer business applications which offer service providers the possibility
t o charge money for their services have to fulfil several requirements. The fundamental mechanisni needs to be able to determine supply and demand, both of
which can be determined using the search functionality in P2P. Further requirements include pricing, metering and accounting, charging, billing and payment
[5,6,7,8,9]. We will now present the process from pricing to the final payment
together with the related work.

Pr-icing. If peer A wants a service from peer B, both peer A arid B rnust first agree
on the service (e.g. download a file) and its price. This piice wiil be expressed
in the form of a tariff. There are several options for determining a price, e.g.
negotiations or auctions [10,11,12]. For a fair market the availability of pnce
information is important. Price or t a r 8 distribution is e.g. discussed in [13].
When A and B agreed on both service and price, the service will be delivered
(e.g. the file wiü be uploaded by B to A). This period is called service session.
During the service session, otlier functions mentioned above are also required.
Several integrated frameworks in different fields of the Internet have been presented [14,15].
Metering. Metering is the process of objectively observing events happening
within the P2P system. In P2P Systems this is lirnited to local observation,
although global observations are desired. Therefore, it is the responsibility of
metering to provide measurements about crucial events (service delivery process,
e.g. Progress of file upload a t B, download a t A, time needed for service delivery,
storage space, CPU power required, etc.) to the accounting system.
Accountzng. By using information from metering, accounting creates receipts
and may distribute these within the system for storage. Thus, receipts contain
information about the events which the peers claim to have happened. It is
the most objective information about service sessions available. Examples of
accounting mechanisms for P2P Systems are [16,17,4], See also next section.
Chas-ging. Charging cornbines the accounting information provided, with the
tariff which the transaction Partners agreed upon arid calculates the charge,
the actual amount of money the service requestor has to pay to the service
provider. Charging can be an ongoing process during the service session, an once
only process a t the end of the service session, or even an aggregating process
over several service sessions. Examples for P2P based systenis are [18,17]. The
charging information is fed into a billig and payment system.

Billing und Payment. The billig functionality creates a bill which states, among
with other information, the arnount that the requestor has to pay to the provider.
As money is something external to the P2P application, we also assume that the
P2P application will use a billing and payrnent systern which is external for the
P2P application. The different options for payrnent are e.g. direct money transfer
between bank accounts, online payment systems like PayPal 1191, Micropayment
systems like eCash [20].
Obviously, there are many alternatives for how a P2P plattform for business
applications may be built. Examples include the projects MMAPPS [21] and
P2P Yardsale 1221. Examples from other dornains include [14,15].

3

The Token-Based Accounting System

The basic concept of our Token-based Accounting Scheme (TbAS) involves a
service requestor paying tokens in return for a service provided. Tokens serve as
receipts for services provided. Every token has an associated owner, i.e. only the
owner may spend his tokens. Accordingly, service providers will collect foreign
tokens from various service requestors. A service provider cannot respend foreib
tokens he collected nut only exchange them in the so-called token aggregation
process against new own tokens. This process of issuing new own tokens is fully
decentralized and therefore follows the P2P paradigm. The exchange of tokens
using a flexible exchange function enables the l i i t a t i o n of the number of tokens
which a peer rnay possess. This aiiows the introduction of incentives for service
provision within the P2P system. Further, behavior rules can be enforced by
relating observed peer behavior with the number of new own tokens a peer
receives in a token aggregation process. Next, the four building blocks of the
TbAS are explained in more detail. For further details please refer to 141.
3.1

Token Structure

New tokens contain the owner's identification, e.g. the owner's public key, and
a unique ID. To ensure integrity of this information and to prevent forgery of
tokens, they are signed with the system's private key (SignatureSK) (see Sect.
3.3 and Fig. 1 (a)). The unique ID allows the detection of double spending.
When the owner spends a token, he has to add the required accounting data,
which includes the service provider, and then sign the token with his private key
in order t o xhieve information integrity. The token structure is shown in Fig. 1
(4.
A token is not anonyrnous because its main purpose is to provide accountability in a P2P system. However, using the cryptographic scheme presented in
[23], anonymity could also be achieved if desired.
3.2

Payment Process

The payrnent process of the TbAS is depicted in Fig. 1 (b). In order to prevent
double spending for each peer in the P2P system there exists a set of third peers

(the so called acwunt holder set) which keep track of the tokens issued to a
peer and tokens spent by the peer. Before a service session begins, the requestor
discloses to the provider the IDs of the tokens the requestor intends to spend for
receiving the service (see Fig. 2 (b)). Now, the provider can check if these tokens
are valid. To avoid that the requestor double spends the tokens in a parallel
transaction, acwunt holders will mark these tokens as intended to be spent.
Thus, double spending is not only detected but also directly avoided.

(a) Token Structure

(b) Payment Protocol

Fig. 1. Token Structure and Payment

3.3

Token Aggregation Process

After a peer has collected foreign tokens, it will have to exchange these foreign
tokens against new own tokens in order to receive further services. The token
aggregation process will determine the amount of new tokens the exchanging
peer should receive and create a signature with the system's private key on the
new created tokens to provide validity. The process is depicted in Fig. 2 (a). In
order to create the system signature in a fully decentraiiied way, a subset of peers
of the P2P system is selected as so-called trusted peers based on their reputation
(the TbAS assumes that a reputation system is present withii the P2P system).
The exchanging peer (EP) sends its foreign tokens to a trusted peer (TPi). TPi
calculates the amount of new tokens to be created using the global aggregation
function. I t creates the new token (without system signature) and sends their
IDs to EP's account holder set (see Fig. 2 (b)). The acwunt holders update the
list of tokens available to EP. Now TPi further chooses k trusted peers who
create the system signature using Threshold Cryptography [24]. The systern's
private key is split into parts and each trusted peer owns one of these parts. k
key parts are required to create a signature with the system's private key. Each
trusted peer involved sends the tokens signed with the partial key back t o EP,
who reconstructs the final system signature. In this way, the system's private
key is not compromised.

Set of account

(a) Aggregation Protocol

Set of account

(b) Double Spending

Fig. 2. Aggregation and Double Spending Protection

3.4

Token-based Accounting Scheme as Incentive Scheme

We have studied the use of TbAS in a file shaxing scenario, whereby users pay
one token per 1MB of file size in order to receive the file. Whenever a peer does
not have enough tokens to download another fJe, the peer exchanges foreign
tokens collected against new own tokens. Each peer receives a specific amount
of tokens upon entering the P2P system.
In [25], we examined the file sharing scenario for different aggregation functions. We have shown that the idea of using tokens as virtual currency (aggregation function Set to N = F (N =amount new tokens, F =arnount foreign
tokens)) will lead to market failure in the presence of aitruistic peer. Altruistic
peers provide much more services than they consume and therefore accumulate the majority of tokens in the P2P system. Accordingly, other peers do not
have the possibility to redeem enough onn tokens to be able to request further
services. This problem can be solved by using weak or asymmetric incentives.
Now we consider the use of the accounting mechanism within a P2P market, where users pay actuai money for receiving services. For these scenarios a
charging system has to be added.

4

Charging based on Token-based Accounting Scheme

This section Covers three possible alternatives for charging within a P2P application where users pay actual money for receiving services. Thus, we assume a
P2P application providing the functionality as described in Sect. 2. F'urther, we
assume that each peer owns a private/public key pair which enables it to provide
legaily valid signatures. This means that before a service session starts, the peers
agree on the service t o be provided and a tariff for calcualting the charge of the
service.

4.1

Tokens as Receipts

Concept. The semice requestor (A) will send one or several tokens t o the service
provider (B) as receipt(s) for delivered service. B can use these tokens to demand
payment from A via a prior agreed billing and payment system. Each peer can
request any amount of tokens using the token ag-egation protocol. Tokens are
not exchanged, only new ones are created.
Discussion. Here, tokens serve the Same purpose as receipts created by transaction partners without having to be issued before. h c e i p t s not issued must
remain non-forgeable and double spending has to be detectable. This however
does not have to be system wide but only between the transaction partners.
Both are easy to achieve through the use of signatures and unique receipt ID.
Thus with the TbAS, it seems unnecessary to issue receipts.
However, such issuing of receipts offers the possibility of decentralized control
within P2P systems. It could be controlled who is aiiowed to participate in the
P2P system. This can be used to exclude peers with a bad reputation. Further,
the number of tokens available to a peer can be limited. This means that a peer
can do only a limited number of transactions between two token aggregations.
This l i i i t s the danger of misuse of the reputation system, as Seen at eBay; A
person could be well behaved until he has a very good reputation, then suddenly
he starts to defraud his customers by not sending the purchased good. The person
could continue this for some time until it becomes clear that he is a fraud. The
liiitation of the number of tokens available to a peer is possible, because peers
aggregate tokens only after a transaction is completed to mutual satisfaction. To
further limit possibilities of fraud, for higher valued semices peers could agree
on a higher amount of tokens. The enhanced functionality described is especially
wise for P2P business applications, as there is no central instance which Users
could contact in case of fraud (as there is in eBay).
In order to make fraud limitation effective for both the service requestor
and provider, TbAS has to be adapted so that both transaction partners must
spend tokens for a transaction. Both the requestor when the service was received
and the provider when he received the payment, must spend tokens. Otherwise,
only service requestors could be excluded from the system. In P2P business
applications, it cannot be assumed that each peer requests as much services
as it provides. In oder to ensure that there are strong providers, an effective
mechanism is also required.
It is apparent that this charging scheme also requires a fast payment scheme.
Should the payment require e.g. several days to arrive at the service provider (as
in eBay), the P2P business application is a lot less attractive.
4.2

Tokens as Micropayment

Concept: When using tokens as Mikropayments such as eCash [20], each token
symbolizes a specfic amount of money. Users use tokens to pay for receiving
services.

Discussion: In comparison to existing Micropayment schemes tokens are not
anonymous but can be modified to be (see Sect. 3.1 and Fig. 1 (a)). When
using tokens as Micropayment protection against forgery and double spending
is highly important. In the TbAS the forging of tokens is still possible under
certain circumstances. However, it is highly uniiiely (see [4]).Further, without
a central bank it is not trivial problem to solve whom Users should pay in order
to receive the tokens neccessary for requesting services. A central bank to host
the user's accounts and provide the token aggregation functionality would solve
this issue. However, this compromises the P2P paradigm.
A solution without a central bank ulould require the cooperation of several
banks with the (manufacturer of the) P2P System. A User would pay money
to a participating bank which would in return create a certificate that entitles
the User t o the receive an amount of tokens. The peer (user) would present this
certificate to a trusted peer for token aggregation in order to receive the tokens.
It is important that the TbAS ensures that certificates are redeemed only once.
The peer's account holders can save this information or a callback function with
the banks is possible.
An advantage of using tokens as a micropayment scheme is that peers could
exchange foreign tokens received against new own tokens by using token aggregation instead of exchanging them a t the bank. This reduces transaction cost.
4.3

Tokens as Bills of Exchange

Concept: Tokens can also be used as a biil of exchange. A b i l of exchange is a
written order in which one person pays another person a specific surn on a specific
date. It can be enforced easily without being subjected to defenses. In the past,
the bill of exchange was a very important instrument for trading. Today, it used
primarily in international trade. A token is worth the amount of money stated
in it. Further information required for a bill of exchange (date of issue, drawee,
receipient, due date) must be contained in the token.
Discussion: This concept is sirnilar to the first alternative (Sect. 4.1), however
the legal consequences here are much more strict. Therefore, this concept has
higher requirements on the peers' signatures, because they have the potential of
being accepted internationaüy.
As an extended concept, a token used as a bill of exchange could be transferred by endorsement to another peer. The old recipient would add the new
receipient under the token and sign it. However, now double usage of the token
must be avoided (the old recipient wuld still claim the money from the drawee
if he keeps a copy of the token). Therefore, the drawee must be informed about
a transfer. If he is not avaiiable, the drawee's acwunt holder set must store the
information.
Tokens as biil of exchange also offer the opportunity for peers to charge up
the mutually "drawn" tokens.

Tokens as bill of exchange could be handled similarly as tokens used as receipts, because each Peer needs to get as many tokens as he requires for the
services he requests (Sect. 4.1).
When applying this alternative there is the danger of fraud by the transaction
partner who has to deliver second (as explained in Sect. 4.1). Therefore, it is
more secure to use several tokens in transactions if the service can be deiivered
in parts. To simplify the Status quo of mutual debts, tokens with fixed amounts
of money are preferable. Further, the control mechanisms presented in Sect. 4.1
should be applied also here.

5

Assessment

In order to evaiuate if a charging scheme can be applied in prxtice, the two
most crucial criteria are scalabiiity and security. We will assess and compare the
three alternatives based on these two criteria.
5.1

Security

The security of a charging scheme is measured by its ability to prevent double
spending and token forgery. The main mechanism use to avoid double spending
is the account holder Set. As this increases in size, the system becomes more
reliable. Its reliabiiity depends on the probability distribution of the life time
of the peers. This can be modeled using Markov Chains, however it has been
shown e.g. in [26] that within a file sharing scenario, life time is not exponentially
distributed. For new commercial appiications, the life time distribution can only
be determined based on measurement. These have to be conducted as soon as
these applications have a sufficiently large User base. However, today we are only
able to estimate the required quorum size based on Markov Chains.
Ln [4], it has been shown that the required quorum size t depends on the
number of trusted peers in the system T and the percentage of bad peers (i.e.
peers that try to defraud) among the trusted peers 1- p,. The probability for a
quorum consisting of only bad peers results in:

Tokens as Receipts. This alternative has the least security requirements compared to the other two alternatives. It is sufficient, if a defrauding peer must
assume that double spending will be detected. Therefore, the account holder Set
can be kept small. An account holder Set size k = 6 was selected for the traffic
analysis. In order to calculate the quorum size, we assumed that 33% are bad
peers and a probabiiity of 0.1% that only bad peers are in the quorum which in
results in t = 7.

Tokens as Micmpayment. Here, strong peer IDs to enable enforceability of sale
agreements is required. Further, this scheme requires very tight security against
forgery and double spendiig as this is equipoiient to creating money. Assuming
that 50% of the peers are bad and a probability of 0.01% for a t least one good
peer in the quorum, a quorum size t = 14 is required. To prevent double spending,
the account holder set size also needs to be increased to k = 16.
To make it more difficult to forge tokens, the initial tokens created from a
bank certificate can contain information of this certificate and which can also
be held by the account holders. Forging these initial tokens then becomes irnpossible. Howewr, after received foreign tokens have been aggregated to new
own tokens, it is much harder t o prove if a token was illegally created. Here, the
already known security mechanisms must be sufficient.
Tokens as Bills of Exchange. In this alternative, the transfer by endorsement is
the most critical part because different Scenarios for cheating exist here. First,
receiver B transfers a token to receiver C. Then B agrees with the drawee A to
be paid 50% of the amount of the token. A would save 50% and B gains another
50% and C would not be able to collect the money from A. As time stamps can
be easily forged, it is hard to decide which happened first, the token transfer or
the payment of A to B . In order to prevent such fraud, the account holder Set
must always note the actual holder of a token and each clearing of a token to
remove it frorn its list. Accordingly, it is iinportant that the accouiit holder set is
avaiiable and therefore its size needs to be increased to 16 as calculated above.
As token aggregation is primarily used for the limitation of fraud as in the
"tokens as receipts" alternative, the quorum size is similarly cofigured. In order
for an effective limitation of fraud in this scheme, it is required that the service
provider sends an own token to the service requestor. These tokens are not
ailowed to be transferred as they are not biils of exchange.
5.2

Scalability

In [4] the scalability of the TbAS was evaluated using measurements of our pr+
totype based on JXTA [27], sirnulations and a worst case Scenario anaiysis. It
has been shown that the tr&c overhead which TbAS introduces into a P2P file
sharing System, where one token is exchanged for 1 MByte file size, is approximately one percent. The overhead traffic for the three charging alternatives is
analysed by using the worst case analysis, considering the different required configurations of the TbAS. In order t o compare the overhead of a charging scheme
based on simple receipts without tokens, this alternative was also evaluated as
shown in Fig. 3 (b).
Tokens as Receipts. We have evaluated the scalability of charging based on
receipts with extended mechanisms in order to limit the possibilities of fraud
(see Sect.4.1). We have assumed that peers exchange received foreign tokens in
batches. The number of messages generated per transaction can be determined
using M(k) = 2s + 4k where k is the size of the account holder Set and s is the

amount of tokens used for the transaction. The number of messages generated
by a token aggregation process can be calculated using M(k, t , b) = y(1
2k:
2k 2t), where t is the quorum size, n is the riumber of transactions that
are considered by the aggregation, b is the batch size of aggregated tokens. In
comparison to a file sharing scenario, double the amount of token aggregation
processes will have to be executed, because both, the requestor and receiver use
tokens in these transactions and have to aggregate them. We have assumed a
quorum size of 7 and an account holder set size of 8. (see last section). The
resulting trafiic for a batch size of b = 20 is depicted in Fig. 3 (b).

+

+ +

Tokens as Micropayment. When using tokens as Micropayment, the traffic created by the TbAS is comparable to the tra£Fic generated when tokens are used as
an incentive in a file sharing scenario (see [4]). However, the systern parameters
have to be adjusted according to the security requirements (see last section).
Accordingly, for the results presented in Fig. 3 (b) a quorum size of 14 and an
account holder Set of 16 was assumed.
Tokens as Bills of Exchange. The tr&c overhead of this alternative is similar
to the file sharing scenario of [4], however, the possibility of token transfer by
endorsement has to be considered. By paying for a service with a token which
the requestor received as b i l of exchange, means that message sizes are larger
but with fewer token aggregations. The effect of this coherence is shown in Fig.
3 (a), where W is the average number of transfers by endorsement.

(a) Charging usirlg Bills of Exchange

(b) Traffic Comparison of the Charging Al-

ternatives
Fig. 3. Generated Overhead Traffic

6

Conclusions

In most P2P Systems today, some mechanisms which are required for business applications are stili missing. These are crucial for effective accounting and charging

functionality. In this Paper, three alternatives for charging based on our Tokenbased Accounting Scheme [4] were presented. In general, the use of tokens has
its advantages compared t o using simple receipts. Especially, the number of tokens available to a Peer can be limited. This can be used either as mechanism
to resolve market f d u r e or as a mechanism for lirniting fraud possibiiities, as
the number of transactions which a peer may execute can be liiited. In a P2P
environment, this is especially important as the transaction partners are widely
anonymous and therefore mechanisms which build trust are required. Therefore,
identity management plays an important role as it is required in order to be able
to identify defrauding peers clearly.
The additional functionality and control results in the generation of higher
tr&c overhead. As Fig. 3 (b) shows, in comparison to simple receipts without
tokens, the overhead traffic generated increases by a factor 3 for token-based
receipts, by a factor 5 for token-based Micropayments, and by a factor 8 for
tokens as bills of exchange. In comparison to simple receipts without tokens,
the additional traffic of approximately 26 kbyte for token-based receipts, 54
for token-based Micropayment, and 92 kbyte for tokens as bills of exchange
was created. This traffic includes all transaction related traffic, but without key
management. This is a worst case analysis based on measurements carried out
with the JXTA based implementation of the TbAS.
The advantage of charging based on Micropayments or bills of exchange is
the possibility for peers to charge up mutual debts and by doing so to save
on banking fees. Further, especially when using tokens as Micropayment, peers
receive their payment immediately. Thii means that customers can retneve the
requested service immediately and do not have t o wait for a bank confirmation.
Security aspects become very important in P2P Systems as soon as it involves real money. Therefore, it is questionable if Users of banks would accept
a Micropayment scheme which relies on a d e c e n t r a l i d mechanism without a
trusted thiid party. The presented charging scheme using tokens as micropayments can be considered secure, apart from the aggregation of foreign tokens for
new own tokens, because after aggregation a new token cannot be traced back
t o the certificate signed by a bank.
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